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Brief description

As artificial intelligence systems permeate more aspects of human life, complex questions arise about the ethics of their design and implementation. ¹ The diverse range of contexts in which AI systems are already being used – from medical devices to insurance premiums to personalized ad delivery – have led some to ask if the deployment of these systems necessitates a revision of existing ethical frameworks. ²

Classic ethical frameworks often examine situations and actions contextually, focusing on the relationships between human actors and the benefits and risks to different actors implied in these relations. For example, such frameworks might take into account how a specific doctor cares for her patients, how a specific researcher studies or experiments

---

¹ As Russell and Norvig point out, the history of artificial intelligence has not produced a clear definition of AI but rather can be seen as variously emphasizing four possible goals: “systems that think like humans, systems that act like humans, systems that think rationally, systems that act rationally.” In the context of this primer on ethics, we are relying on the emphasis proposed by Russell and Norvig, that of intelligence as rational action, and that “an intelligent agent takes the best possible action in a situation.” Stuart J. Russell and Peter Norvig, *Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach*, Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1995: 27.

on various subjects, or how the leadership of a company interacts with customers or workers. 3

The increasingly use of AI has increased the prominence of emerging fields like “machine ethics,” “data ethics,” and “AI ethics.” These terms point to the underlying dynamics of socio-technical systems and machine intelligence, and have served to highlight the complexity of automated tasks and outputs where the original context is removed or difficult to define. This primer aims to surface foundational concerns, inquiries, and ethical questions arising from current implementations of AI in various areas of human life. However, we make no attempt to condense all approaches to exploring the ethics of technical systems into a comprehensive summary, nor advocate for a single definition of what AI ethics should be.

Given the profound implications that AI systems can produce on resource allocation, and their potential to concentrate power and information, key questions need to be asked to ensure these systems are not harmful, especially to already marginalized groups. These questions include: How are we to evaluate the ethical implications of AI systems in relation to the public good (and how are we to generally define “public good”)? What forms of disclosure, accountability, consent, and justice should we expect from and hold AI systems accountable to? If traditional ethical frameworks have served as an opportunity to interrogate underlying values of human action, how do we do the same with computer-augmented action in AI? How do we think about ethics in systems designed to ‘learn’ without human supervision? And how do we ensure that we do not merely entrench practices of discrimination and injustice, given that human history (and historical data) will often reflect these biases?

**Machine ethics**

Recent discussions of ethics and AI have tended to prioritize the challenges posed by hypothetical general AI systems in a distant future, such as the advent of the “singularity” or the development of a superintelligence that might become an existential threat to humanity. 4 Discussions of AI focusing on such speculative futures have tended to elide or ignore the immediate ethical implications of AI systems in the near- to medium-term, including the immediate challenges posed by the enormous number of task-specific AI systems currently in use. 5 Contemporary AI systems perform a diverse range of activities

---


5 “Task-specific” here does not imply any statement about complexity. The spell-checker in your word processor and the program that governs a “self-driving” car are both task-specific systems even though the complexity of the models used
and pose new challenges to traditional ethical frameworks due to the implicit and explicit assumptions made by these systems, and the potentially unpredictable interactions and outcomes that occur when these systems are deployed in human contexts.

In the 1950s, Norbert Wiener, in his book examining the implications of cybernetics for society, identified “Liberté, Egalité, [and] Fraternité” as “concepts...necessary for the existence of justice.” Wiener contended that individuals must have:

> [T]he liberty of each human being to develop in his [sic] freedom the full measure of the human possibilities embodied in him; the equality by which what is just for A and B remains just when the positions of A and B are interchanged; and a good will between man and man that knows no limits short of those of humanity itself.

Wiener further contends that these ideals have no teeth unless “the law” is “unambiguous” and that no individual is subject to coercion. Many ethical guidelines conform to some notion of these concepts, even though ethical frameworks are far from one-size-fits all.

As an example, we can see the field of research ethics as a specific attempt to embody these values. Research ethics are broadly concerned with collecting data while maintaining a research subject’s safety and anonymity. This includes destroying information about subjects when possible, limiting access to the data collected, and of course, not performing research that would harm the subject or others. This approach can be viewed through Wiener’s framework as an attempt to promote equality, performed in the spirit of fraternity, with the goal of ensuring liberty. Likewise, the role of freely given consent in the U.S. Common Rule governing federally-funded human subjects research is similarly designed to facilitate the advancement of these values. The means to adhere to these ethical values when we move into the world of computer facilitated action and decision making is not simple, however.

In his influential essay on computer ethics, James Moor argues that the “transforming effect of computerization” is such that the “basic nature or purpose of an activity or
institution is changed,” which also changes how we value it. The shift to computerized systems in the social world produces what Moor calls “policy” and “conceptual vacuums.” Moor also notes that there are “invisibility factors” involved with the application of computers to specific problems, in that “one may be quite knowledgeable about the inputs and outputs of a computer,” but have little understanding of its “internal processing.” This inscrutability, Moor notes, is by design. Moor observes that computers effectively hide those tasks we wish to automate, and that this elision produces at least three sites for potential ethical transgression: (1) “invisible abuse” where code is maliciously inserted, or the system otherwise does other than what is expected and intended by its “user,” (2) “invisible programming values” in which non-trivial decisions made by a programmer result in important unintended mistakes (think of a software bug resulting in the movement of a decimal point), and (3) “invisible complex calculation” where the processes are too complex to be reviewed and understood by humans, making review, correction, or validation difficult, if not impossible. We could think here of a complex, faster-than-human-thought system like high frequency trading (HFT) or the application of AI-driven predictive policing as spaces where policy and governance present ongoing challenges.

Three challenges for AI ethical frameworks

1. Within reason, please: developing expectations of machine performance

Rearticulating a social problem as a technical problem to be solved by AI is not a neutral translation: framing a problem so as to be tractable to an AI system changes and constrains the assumptions regarding the scope of the problem, and the imaginable solutions. Such social-to-technical translations provide no assurance that an AI system will produce fewer mistakes than the system it is intended to replace. As Ryan Calo points out, while it is usually believed that AI systems (such as self-driving cars) will commit fewer errors than humans – and, indeed, they may commit fewer errors of the kind that humans do – for any system of even modest complexity, the AI system will inevitably produce new kinds of errors, potentially of a type that humans do not make.

---

11 Ibid, 266.
12 Ibid, 272.
14 For example, in a study of the global financial system, Neil Johnson et al. indicated “an abrupt transition to a new all-machine phase characterized by large numbers of subsecond extreme events” that escalated in the build up to the 2008 financial crisis. The study concludes that there is an “emerging ecology of competitive machines featuring ‘crowds’ of predatory algorithms.” Johnson et al. argue there is now a “need for a new scientific theory of subsecond financial phenomena.” Neil Johnson, Guannan Zhao, Eric Hunsader, Hong Qi, Nicholas Johnson, Jing Meng, and Brian Tivnan, “Abrupt Rise of New Machine Ecology beyond Human Response Time,” *Scientific Reports* 3, article #2627 (2013): 1.
(and thus, in many cases, that our current ethical frameworks may be ill-equipped to address).  

In one of the foundational papers in the field of AI, Alan Turing argued that for a "learning machine," "processes that are learnt do not produce certainty of result; if they did they could not be unlearnt." This implies that whatever a machine is capable of learning, when it acts on this knowledge it is guaranteed a nonzero probability of making mistakes. In the case of Spotify picking a song we don’t like, the cost of a mistake is minimal. But what should our ethical position be when our AI doctor is guaranteed to produce a nonzero number of mistakes, mistakes that may be very different from those human doctors would make? Traditional ethical frameworks assume errors and mistakes will occur and contribute to the ongoing development of professional and institutional standards in the relevant field. For AI, too, we must develop such standards as well as mechanisms for feedback and improvement. If, as Francesca Rossi argues, “hard-coding” ethics into AI systems is to be precluded precisely because “these machines should adapt over time,” are we comfortable with the guarantee that an AI doctor will make lapses in ethical judgment, and that these lapses may be surprising, and potentially difficult to detect, but that they might improve for future patients?

As with traditional ethical frameworks that focus on relationships, consideration of the ethics of AI must also involve a deep examination of power. The role of power asymmetries can be seen in instances where AI systems are used to make judgments that have a material impact on vulnerable populations, such as the case of an AI-generated “terrorist threat score” that is currently being used to judge the “fitness” of individual refugees for entry into a particular country, or in the use of machine learning techniques in an attempt to predict recidivism. Clearly, the AI systems (and their designers and those who deploy them) have considerable power in these scenarios, while their subjects are relatively powerless. These new cases can alert us to instances of Moor’s “conceptual vacuums” -- places where the system’s inner workings and imbalances are unavailable for examination or contestation. The challenges posed by these types of invisibly-produced machine-made decisions are not often discussed in current ethics frameworks. To date, much of the attention has remained on more easily schematized problematics and

---
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hypotheticals, such as the thought experiment of the trolley problem being applied to self-driving cars.\(^{20}\)

The trolley problem, as it is frequently used, assumes that AI systems are a contained system, and have a complete mapping of all possible outcomes and relevant variables – something that can not be assumed even in the most “well-defined” tasks. Even for “mission critical” computer systems such as those used in aviation or space, it is not possible to comprehensively test a system for every potential input it may receive, and so researchers often rely on stopgap bug-detection schemes.\(^{21}\) Moreover, it prevents further considerations of the values that shaped the creation of the system at hand - trolley problems focus more on how the risk will be spread. Instead, ethics should inform decisions throughout an AI system’s development and deployment, continually assessing a system’s impact situationally during the duration of its lifecycle. Based on this, dynamic ethical assessments are needed that go beyond the level of self-contained thought experiments, ones that contend with the real and complex impacts that AI systems are having on human populations.

2. Yes, and: Integrating AI into existing professional ethical frameworks

As AI systems become more integrated into professional environments, such as medicine, law and finance, new professional ethical dilemmas will arise. For instance, let’s consider the case of a doctor caring for her patient. There are established ethical rules for conflicts of interest governing the conduct of human doctors.\(^{22}\) These rules, for example, govern the prescription of drugs to patients in cases where a doctor has a vested interest in the drug manufacturer’s success. These rules acknowledge that there are recognized risks that a doctor incentivized to do so may prescribe the drug when it is not in the best interests of the patient, and that it may cause her to underestimate certain risks associated with using the drug. Because ethical practice is a significant component of medical professionalization, the doctor is expected to recognize and avoid any conflict of interest, both because it intersects with her professional culture (including the Hippocratic Oath) and because it carries a particular legal liability.

In the case of a hypothetical AI medical advice system, which could easily draw on the data from a corpus of previous providers and various statistical models of biology and epidemiology, the AI system will necessarily reflect the bias of doctors, researchers, and other institutions from which the data was generated. If some doctors were biased concerning certain drugs or procedures where they had conflicts of interest, the ability of


\(^{22}\) See, for example, the AMA Code of Medical Ethics: http://www.ama-assn.org/ama/pub/physician-resources/medical-ethics/code-medical-ethics.page
the AI system to rely on this data would also need to be subject to ethical considerations. For example, if this data was collected by a drug manufacturer, the ways in which the company categorizes the uses of the drug might implicitly devalue those risks that would prevent it from getting approved by the FDA. For the designers and patients of the AI provider, the situation is further complicated by the fact that the corpora of training data are in many cases privately held by the actors involved, meaning that the basis for a particular AI system’s “judgment” would be extremely difficult, if not pragmatically impossible, to reconstruct.

As we’ve seen, AI has the potential to reenact and amplify existing power asymmetries. While most patients understand on some level the power asymmetry between themselves and their doctor, and many human research subjects might understand the asymmetry between themselves and the laboratory researcher experimenting on them, understanding the asymmetry between AI systems and those with whom these systems interact presents more complex challenges. The new risk is that AI systems will not only aggregate power by reducing the ability of the weakest to contest their treatment, but also redefine the grounds of what counts as ‘ethical behavior’, privileging the most powerful interests. Such power can take very subtle forms. For instance, we see that various kinds of AI, loosely defined, are used to influence or ‘nudge’ individual agents in particular directions largely dictated by those who design and deploy AI systems, occasionally putting individuals at risk. As Illah Reza Nourbakhsh notes, “further empowerment of corporations can cause disempowerment in communities as new technologies asymmetrically and opaquely confer the power to shape information and manufacture desire.”

Even the particular manner of consenting to a terms and conditions agreement form to use software is a ‘nudge’ that relies, in part, on what is known as the “subjective utility” of the software at a particular moment.

3. The need for accountability: delegating decision-making to AI systems

Ethical frameworks often require the production of a record, for example, a medical chart, a lawyer’s case file, or a researcher’s IRB submission. They also provide mechanisms for redress by patients, clients, or subjects when these people feel they have been treated unethically. Contemporary AI systems often fall short of providing such records or mechanisms for redress. As Helen Nissenbaum has argued, there are four main barriers to the establishment of accountability, or answerability, in the development and use of computational technologies: “the problem of many hands,” “the


problem of bugs,” “blaming the computer” and “software ownership without liability.”

Each of these barriers has implications not only for accountability during development and maintenance of AI systems, but also for the agency of the subjects of these systems. Data systems (including current AI technologies) used to make claims about particular groups or individuals are often unreviewable by those affected because they are considered the proprietary property of private companies or are under the purview of national security.

AI systems tend to accentuate information asymmetry: individuals are not able to see into or understand the workings of an automated system and tend to have fewer opportunities to appeal algorithmic decisions performed by bureaucratic institutions. As Zeynep Tufekci observes, “while algorithmic gatekeeping performs some traditional gatekeeping functions, it reverses or significantly modifies other key features of traditional gatekeeping with regard to visibility, information asymmetry, and the ability of the public to perceive the results of editorial work.”

Since these systems must be trained on existing data sets that are often kept private for reasons of commerce or security, it may be impossible to impose systems of accountability, such as the ability to cross-examine training data for implicit or explicit bias or to appeal these decisions. Often when an AI system is being developed to perform a particular task for which no algorithmically tractable data set readily exists, the data must be acquired by repurposing data originally collected for a different purpose (the translation inherent in this repurposing being itself something that should be subject to ethical standards and frameworks). Alternatively, if no data can be repurposed to train the AI system for a particular task, then that data must be generated, often at great expense to the system engineers. Among other things, the primacy of data in the construction of AI means that leading AI providers -- those that have the data and compute resources -- may have strategic advantages over new or alternative AI developers, advantages that may increase power asymmetries over time. It also means that there are few incentives to make such data open for use and scrutiny, at least from the perspective of market competition.

27 See the work of Danielle Citron on the ways that algorithmic and automated systems essentially undermine the mechanisms of due process that have been developed in administrative law over the course of the 20th century. Danielle Keats Citron, "Technological Due Process," *Washington University Law Review*, vol. 85 (2007): 1249-1313.
Further, it is a difficult and risky process to reverse engineer AI systems to learn of any biases, let alone challenge their fairness. Even attempting this in the US can be a legal offense. In contrast, Article 15 of the EU Data Protection Directive grants people the ability to opt out of “decisions” that are “based solely on automated processing of data intended to evaluate certain personal aspects.” In the US, there is no current mechanism to alert people that they have been assessed by a particular algorithm or AI system, and outside the realm of credit scoring, few formal grievance procedures to dispute the correctness of such judgments. AI systems that classify individuals and subject them to predictive assessments have commonly undergone no formal evaluation or verification beyond that of the original AI system engineers, who have little incentive to publicize its flaws. Furthermore, the accuracy of these judgments can rarely be disputed precisely because the systems are usually considered to be proprietary. Many of these issues arose in the context of “big data”, and may apply in even greater force with AI systems that are applied to social institutions like education, employment, housing, and criminal justice.

As we’ve seen, the term ethics is used across a range of contexts, from professional responsibility and compliance, to research ethics, to thought experiments and hypotheticals, and perhaps most importantly, to assessing the everyday implications of AI systems for different human communities. It is this last area where we can see the greatest potential in analyzing and addressing the near-term impacts of AI systems: how do they affect marginalized populations? How do they shift or concentrate power? How do they interact with underlying structural inequality and injustice? These are the kinds of ethical questions that AI systems invoke, and a nuanced ethics of AI will need to be able to contend with them, and locate accountability mechanisms, as part of ensuring that AI serves the public interest.

Questions to consider

○ What frameworks of disclosure, accountability, consent, and justice should we expect or impose on AI systems?
○ Is there an ethical imperative to prevent AI systems from contributing to social inequality?
○ Is merely removing biases from datasets enough (assuming such is possible), or should there be an active intervention into forms of long-standing structural inequality?

---

30 See, for example, the restrictions to auditing systems and reverse engineering imposed by the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act. These provisions are currently being contested by the ACLU: https://www.aclu.org/blog/free-future/aclu-challenges-computer-crimes-law-thwarting-research-discrimination-online
● How should we evaluate if an AI system is serving the broader public good? In what ways might such evaluations be similar to or different from other social systems?
● How can we best meet the ethical challenges of training or supervising AI systems?
● What principles should guide an applied AI ethics framework? How will users be alerted to risks and benefits?
● What kinds of procedural due process rights should users have when they are subject to assessments by AI systems?
● How can we review algorithms and training data while also maintaining the proprietary information of private companies?
● Is it possible to create a code of ethics for AI systems? How should this code be incorporated and how can it account for long-term impacts?
● How should the professional codes for engineers and computer scientists reflect the new challenges of artificial intelligence?